Take your beads to the next level with Amazing Base Plus Mica!
Colored Mica works best for adding color to paper that has a pattern. Adding Colored Mica will
cover the cut edge of your paper strips creating the look of hand painted paper edges Mica
Base will also add a touch of extra color to the face of your bead, bringing all beads into
harmony with each other.. Just shake or mix the container of Mica and dip your bead.
Metallic Mica Base adds a bit of Bling to both the edge and face of your beads. When the light
hits the Mica it will shimmer and sparkle, adding a glamorous look to your ﬁnished beads.
Kit #1 Metallic Favorites
Russet has a red copper look and works well on almost all colors
Bronze gives the look Antique Copper and is deeper in color
Bright Gold reminds me of Summer Sunshine and works well with all colors
Deep Silver gives the look of Antique Silver and adds some grey tones to your beads
Kit #23DVWHO6SDUNOH
Violet adds the look of Opals adding a color changing effect to your beads.
Coral looks more pink/peach working well on pink, peach, and orange papers.
Green is more of a blue green and will work well on green and blue tone papers.
Blue is a nice medium shade that will add a sheer layer of blue to your beads.
Please see the color charts for examples of each color on white paper. The ﬁnished beads in
this listing are an example only and are not included in your purchase.
More pictures of ﬁnished beads coming soon!
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